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way through it gets a little monotonous It was recommended to me and I was engaged for the first 90 or so pages but 
then it drags with repeated or relatively simple information These portions just take too long to say what could be said 
in a lot less words wordy verbose whatever you want to call i Here at last is a coherent unintimidating introduction to 
the challenging and fascinating landscape of Western philosophy Written expressly for anyone who believes there are 
big questions out there but does not know how toapproach them Think provides a sound framework for exploring the 
most basic themes of philosophy and for understanding how major philosophers have tackled the questions that have 
pressed themselves most forcefully on human consciousn From Library Journal Blackburn philosophy Univ of North 
Carolina Chapel Hill has written this book for people who want to think about the big themesAknowledge reason truth 
mind freedom destiny identity God goodness justice Abut more importantly 
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